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May is a great time to reconnect with nature. Take a walk in the
Lilac Garden near the Sir Adam Beck Power Plant. Lilacs should be
in full bloom but you must hurry lilacs don’t last very long. This
month we are packed with informative articles for you to read as
you bask in the warmth of May.
Carolina describes abilities of the fluorite and invites you to
explore Haven Global.
Christine’s article delves into the presence of fear in our lives.
Reyna helps us remember balance in all things with her article
Grocery Line Eye Witness.
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CRYSTAL CONNECTIONS
with Carolina Lipinski

Jituska explores the dark side of the moon.
Caleb takes us on his healing journey and reveals his discoveries.
If you have ideas or videos that you would like us to share you can
email me at Kathy@spiritualniagara.ca
Namaste,
Kathy Upper
Spiritual Niagara
Join our Facebook group
Like our Facebook page

STONE OF THE MONTH:
Fluorite
Rays of purple and green, this multi-dimensional
stone does so much, here are some of the properties:
very protective from psychic manipulation,
cleanses and stabilizes the aura. Fluorite assists if
focusing, confidence, and academic pursuits and is
effective against computer and electronic stress.
Fluorite is spiritually awakening, and heightens
intuitive powers. Healing benefits include:
drawing out stress & disease, such as colds, sinuses,
arthritis, rheumatism, shingles, eases cancer
remission. Also Fluorite is beneficial for teeth and
bones and sexual libido.
Quote of the Month: May is the month to celebrate
womanhood, motherhood, and the Goddesses!
Happy May Day or Bealtaine – ancient Pagan lore
Haven Global, 4394 Queen St., Niagara Falls, ON
L2E 2L3 tel/fax 289-296-3781,
info@havenglobal.ca, www.havenglobal.ca,
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Happy May Days, my lightworker friends! All is awakened

By now, we have all heard of a variety of theories and beliefs

within Mother Nature! What part of you woke up this spring?

about the changes that are to occur during these days. Now

I’m reporting to you from high up on my red, flying carpet.
I’ve been having a ball! This shift, if you let it, freakin’ rocks!

that we are in “these days”, it appears that the changes are
very personal. Each individual appears to be encountering
their own personal set of experiences, meant to excavate,

Ok, let me just park this thing and sit with you for

surface, and release the old and bring in the new.

a bit. I wanted to share something with you…..

From my own life experience and from the many
stories I’ve listened to and read about, this “new”

______

brings the shift in our life existence. We begin to live
authentically – being guided by and making

The path I chose has been proven to present me

decisions based on what comes from the inside of us,

with a double-edged sword – actually a series of

rather than from outside influence.

them – it is what it is. The first edge can be sweet.
Providing I handle it with care, it grants me a

For some people – for many people, in fact – a part of

sense of purpose, individuality, immense
creativity and strength. On the flipside, there I am – the freak.
In moments when I’m requested to “tell my story” as we all get
the opportunity here and there along our journeys, I often see
two different types of responses in both people’s body

their shift brings to them, a closer and more intimate
relationship and partnership with the spirit world as their
energy begins to vibrate at a higher frequency, enhancing their
intuition, and connecting them with like minds to receive
essential validation.

language and energy fields as they listen in silence until I

Nope, you’re not crazy, they are there. And they come in range

finish, often shifting to relief when I’m done. For this, I rarely

of diverse forms, emotional states, levels of memory and

describe my life, what I have chosen and what I have been

agendas. More and more of the human race is feeling, seeing

given. I have been both honoured and distressed by it all.

and smelling and sensing them. Not as many are accepting

I realized there had to be a way to explain things – not just my
things but things in general, those things we dare not speak

them.
All the while, the veil continues to thin.

about – something simple to ease people’s minds while
creating an image that clarifies so much.

Many members of our beautiful but complicated and let’s face
it stubborn human race are becoming frightening. It’s that fear

It came to me in the winter of 2012 while doing readings at

of the unknown, I’ve come to realize, for as I gained more

Crystal Earth in Niagara Falls. The owner wanted to be

knowledge on this topic, I felt the fear factor decreasing in

reassured with some understanding, that all was safe in her

direct proportion, in balance.

store. I tested my explanation. I tested it again a week later.
Hah! It worked! People got it.

Knowledge absolutely, is power.

Now, I do not enter this topic with drama and unease. I enter

OK, so here it is. Think of this…

into it with lightness and love. It is what it is.
What it is in life, it is in the afterlife.

We know that there is negative presence on earth – among the
living. Those who can cause us harm. What do we do about it?
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Just as everything else in this world, we each have choice.

their mission in this lifetime to deal with them. They are the

Remember – Life is 10% what comes to us and 90% how we

ones who are equipped for it and are drawn to it.

deal with it.

There is another group of energy. This group is among us all,

Well, we know we can choose to deny it – ignore it. However,

in life and in afterlife. Someone asked me once, “Christine, in

if we deny there is darkness in the living –

one word, how would you describe evil?” Oh ya,

“nope, no such thing as serial killers, no

now there’s an easy question. (Can you hear the

rapists, no pedophiles” – then we might live

sarcasm?) It took me quite a while with a lot of

life with less stress, singin’ along the path

reflection. My answer surfaced. Manipulation.

with those metaphorical rose coloured glasses

Manipulation surrounds us. But it is what it is.

on. We would probably also live life in a very

Life is 10% what comes to us and 90% how we

vulnerable and careless way. We would put

deal with it. It is a part of our lives, but only if we

ourselves and our loved ones in harmful

consent to it.

situations. As a woman, one might go for a
walk, alone, at 1:00am down a dark, back

So, how do you deal with mental manipulation?

alley, or as parents, we might let our 5-year-olds roam the
Next month, I plan on writing about the malevolent, ever-

neighbour or the mall by themselves.

presence of manipulation – what exactly is it and how does it
On the flipside, we know it’s not healthy to focus on all of this

affect us? How can we arm ourselves with the tools to protect

– to live life in constant fear of the possibility that danger is

ourselves from this ever-present occasion, rising above to shine

lurking around each corner – to cause ourselves to endure

even brighter?

unrealistic fears and nasty nightmares. No, we learn necessary
precautions, incorporate them into our everyday routines and
continue living our lives.

________
I bring all this to you with lightness and love, my fabulous

And we leave the dealing with these troubled ones to people

friends. I have learned not to face negativity with fear, anger,

who feel it is their mission to deal with them; the ones who

defense or drama. Oh no, it’s the opposite. When faced with

have natural abilities and take the time to train, equipping

the dragon, I’ve learned to simply smile, push forward some of

themselves with the necessary tools – the police and other

that good stuff and whisper, “I love you.”

specialized law-enforcement.

Love indeed is the answer.

Everything is in balance.

Keep it real!

So this, my friends, is the same with living among negative,

~ Christine

spiritual energies. We need to be aware that they are there.
Passed is the time to deny their existence. We all need to learn
about them, but not dwell on them. (We must remember that

Check out Christine’s webpage, “Protect to Empower”
http://christinewhelan.weebly.com/protect-to-empower.html

constantly thinking about them and fearing them, only
strengthens them.) We can take the necessary precautions and
protection into our daily lives – and carry on with life. We can
leave the dealing with these dark forces to those who feel it is

Have you heard?
Angels Landing will be hosting a weekend with
Grandmother Shaman
Nancy Dancing Light Sherwood
Brought to you by Lori Folkins
Contact Lori for more info
afolklor@gmail.com
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Hi Jewelee
Thanks for taking the time to read my question. I feel a strong urge to contact you for help are you able to tell me
anything about my health and money?
Thank-you so much
Your Dear Friend
Carolyn, Scorpio
Carolyn ,
This is such a general question that it will be hard to pinpoint specifics but I will try my best. I hesitate to answer
health concerns so generalized because we all have issues and at some time or another we will all have to face things.
What I am going to look for with your health is any type of serious health concern. Let me explain if you have high
blood pressure and have had it for years I will not see it as a health concern because it is stable and being managed.
It's part of you and how you live your day to day life. Now if that same blood pressure concern was going to cause a
heart attack I would see that because it is life threatening. I hope this makes sense to you. Now let's have a look first
at your health then your finances. With regards to your health I see you as a very strong independent woman but
there are some sort of limitations. I am not seeing hospitalization or surgery but I do have you a little bit off-balance
and I am seeing choices that need to be made. These choices are causing a lot of stress and anxiety I almost feel like
there may be an underlying influence of depression there, again I don't get you as a depressed person I think it's
something that you're going through or something is causing this. I am seeing more anxiety, stress, or even panic
attacks more than a mental illness. I am not sure if what I'm seeing is a mental anxiety that's causing physical
symptoms or physical symptoms that are causing a mental anxiety, but the main thing is I don't have a lifethreatening illness. Whatever is going on please try not to let the emotions get to you as you can have a tendency to
over analyse and worry too much.
With the finances I do see financial struggles at this time. I feel again alot of stress and anxiety. I am not seeing
bankruptcy or anything like that just a struggle. Kind of like if there was a dual income and one person lost their job
or if someone got laid off they would get unemployment but you have to wait for it and live on less but the bills get
paid. This is the type of financial difficulties I'm seeing. I do have clarity and freedom from the financial difficulties
so whatever is causing them it will ease up and it is not going to be a long long time. For both your concerns health
and finances I am looking at about a 6mth time frame. I hope this answers your questions/concerns
Jewelee
Send in your question for Jewelee
Jewelee is the owner of the Ask Jewelee Store at 4911 Victoria Ave, Niagara Falls, ON. You can submit your questions for Jewelee
through our website. Your question can be something personal for yourself or others or you might have questions about being a
psychic. If you would like to meet with Jewelee for a private reading contact her directly through her website or by phone.
See Jewelee’s profile on Spiritual Niagara.
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Grocery Line Eyewitness
By Reyna Puri
Have you ever been in the grocery line and bore witness to
the intestinal choices of the guy in front of you? You eye his
basket and feel automatically relieved about your own food
choices. He’s got all kinds of junk food; from canned this to
processed that. You look, but can’t find any greens and few
veggies. The sight, forces your shoulders back a bit. I’m on
the right track, you think. But don’t be so quick to issue
him a Hell’s Kitchen ‘F’. Its okay to indulge every once and
a while, everyone has to live a little. Just as we should not
abuse our bodies, neither should we abuse our emotions.
Don’t be too hard on yourself about your diet and food
choices. Remember to be AMY- A Modern Yogi is to be free.
This includes mind, body and spirit. It’s not a Yogi sin to not
be vegetarian. Especially, if you’re
vegetarian simply to appease others. Let
your food selections be choice, not pressure.
Don’t allow yourself to be spiritually bullied,
by those who proclaim themselves
righteous. Yes, vegetables are great and a
vegetarian diet is a helpful reminder of our
connections to nature; but this is not a rule. It
is simply one of many spiritual guidelines
that help us to better understand an enriched
lifestyle. Spiritual guidelines are useful, but I
warn you, a true AMY life cannot be lived
through the heart of others. You MUST
master your own identity. To live AMY is to
live FREE. This is an all-encompassing
freedom.
If your grocery cart looks more like a garden
than a convenience store, it’s okay to slip in
an unnatural treat sometimes. If the little debbies remind
you of childhood, or
you can’t pass up your friend’s mac and cheese on holiday,
its okay. The key is moderation. The goal of an AMY
grocery list, is to create feel good foods. Feel good foods,
should leave you feeling energetic, light and healthy. On
occasions, ‘other’ foods can accomplish this. But a heavy
junk food diet will leave you feeling heavy and lethargic
with low energy. If you find yourself, like the grocery store
guy ahead of you, with a basket full of goods,
unrecognizable in nature, re-evaluate how you feel,
physically. Are you tired or uncomfortable? If your answer
is yes, start with a small change. Try giving up a food that
you really like, sweets, burgers, or soda. Whatever you
choose, look at this as an opportunity to sharpen your mind
and learn true discipline. It isn’t necessary that this be a
permanent choice. You control the duration of your of
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abstinence. The goal is to see how the absence or presence of
this food makes you feel. You may find a creative
replacement for that cheeseburger you gave up. The beauty
of giving something up is the reward of gaining something
else. Something new, that you could not have gained
without giving up in the first place. Sacrificing a food you
really enjoy will open your mind perception. You will gain
the inner strength you never knew you had. Sensory
pleasure will be experienced in new heights.
Don’t bother yourself with the concerns of what other yogis
or spiritual beings are doing. My fellow yogis, healers, light
workers you are on a liberated path. You are not them. You
are wonderfully unique by your OWN representation of
energy!
We each have arrived here with a special spiritual spark.
Trust the master that you are; and you will earn the respect
of the wise, who see that you have risen
above yourself
and conquered doubt. I have been fortunate
enough to meet many spiritual people all
over the world. Each was distinctively
different, as they should be. Think of how
boring a world it would be, if all spiritual
people were the same. Each spiritual guide
we meet stimulates a new thing in us. The
spiritual needs diversity, to represent the
diverse power and energy of the universe.
A truly spiritual life is lived freely. We have
been gifted with freedom in everything, this
includes food. Indulge in the Free concept.
Freeing yourself from food restrictions and
addictions is all a part of the journey. If you
elect to be a vegetarian by all means, be a
free vegetarian. But don’t restrict yourself in
the name of Spiritual life. Be your own mindful master. The
goal is not to change who you are, but to enhance your true
nature. You are not imprisoned by diet, but freed to truly
enjoy the foods you love. You now are empowered to put a
twist on the old favorites. Go ahead, have quality meals
with the occasional indulgence. A moderation of the
‘forbidden fruit’, will allow you to truly live it up. You’ll
have a little bit of this and a whole lot of everything.
Reyna Puri aspiring actress turned spiritual leader, healer and
writer. She lived In India to eventually become a healer. She spends
her time between the East and West spreading her uniquely
modern style of spirituality for almost a decade. Look for her book
"We Can All Be A.M.Y"- Fall 2013
Visit her at www.amodernyogi.com .
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Nobody has ever calmly, serenely drifted away into a
relaxing heart attack. Your body and your emotions are
intimately linked.
I've been fortunate enough to have suffered a few rather
painful events over the last year. These were lessons that I
was blessed with when I just couldn't learn any other way.
Sure, it would have been nicer if I had just come to grips
with my personal issues in a more healthy and wholistic
manner, but I was in a hurry to get my inner demons dealt
with and so Divine Providence obliged.
First there was the gall bladder
attack, which was about as much
pain as I am able to imagine a
man can experience. I'll spare you
the gory details but basically it
was hours of wincing out to
doctors that yes, my pain was still
at a 10 of 10, please do something.
This was all the encouragement I
needed to sign myself up to have
the vestigial organ removed. This, in turn, led to a
nightmarish surgery and a period of time where I could
barely move for fear that something would come loose
inside.
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Once I understood that, the rest was easy. I spent each day
of recovery asking myself:
 What is this meant to teach me?
 What is it in me that needed this to happen to
move things in a positive direction?
 Can I forgive myself and all of those involved for
that old hurt?
 Can I love and accept myself even if I can't forgive,
even if I never get better?
 Can I be grateful for this process?
The chronic pain would allow me to dip in and
out of sleep, where I could consciously examine
what I was just dreaming about and
acknowledge what my mind was doing way
deep down inside. Finally I could come face-toface with old shames, old fears, and old
wounds. Finally I could let them go, one by one,
and replace them with love.
Apparently I got so much out of the process that I repeated
it by giving myself the shingles recently, which is ridiculous
at my age. Still, I engaged in the process above and have
healed very quickly, with a lifetime of revelations and only

By the time I got home from the hospital I finally got my
wits about me, and was able to set my mind to the healing
process. This I did in record time, and within a week I had
almost no pain and even the ability to bring the groceries in
myself.

the mildest of nagging symptoms. Having said that: if you

I was able to do this by acknowledging a simple truth: both
the attack and the surgery, as horrible as they were, were
both were meant to heal my hurts. The physical injuries
were part of my spiritual healing process. Once I
acknowledged and truly accepted this, it all became easier.

impatient to grow, and I've been willing to deal with

I'd spent so much time in the past trying to be calm and
positive that when a healing opportunity came up I'd ignore
what was festering inside. I wouldn't want to feel the anger
I had hidden inside, for instance, so I would turn away from
it. This didn't make the anger go away. In fact just the
opposite: it shielded the anger from any attempts to heal it.

ever get the option of suffering from the shingles, I really
don't recommend you take it. It isn't all that much fun.
I think the only reason I've been doing all of this is that I'm
everything all at once. This could all be the consequence of
impatience, and perhaps I should just be patient... but hey,
the progress has been amazing. Patience is overrated, and I
love adventure.
Ultimately, as spiritual healing modalities go, I wouldn't
recommend disease for everyone. Still, if you've got to
suffer, you might as well make the most of it.
Caleb is a psychic tarot reader, writer, and video blogger. His
lifetime of study on spiritual matters began in early childhood. A

The memories I didn't want to face were there, waiting for
me to deal with them. Instead of dealing with them, I just
kept asking for healing and enlightenment... so eventually
my body said: "Fine, if you won't deal with these things, I
will."

reading from Caleb is focused on delivering one thing: the words
you needed to hear to change your life for the better. For more
information see his profile page at Spiritual Niagara.
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In the duration of the past month, we will have experienced three Eclipses. The first was a
partial eclipse in Scorpio which occurred April 25th. The second was a Solar Eclipse in
Taurus on May 9th and the third will be another Lunar eclipse on May 25th, this time during
the full Moon in Sagittarius.
What do all these eclipses mean and how do they affect us? In ancient times the eclipses
were believed to be omens or warnings, as they were seen as blocking the light. An omen is
basically a sign messaging you to become more aware of something. This can only be done
upon reflection. Every month we are reminded to do so at the dark time of the Moon. This
is just before we can see the sliver of the new Moon appear. Depending on what sign the Moon is going through
(and where it appears in your chart) this will be where we will need to pay attention and place our focus upon.
After doing many Moon teachings I have come to the conclusion that there are strong messages not only in the
dark cycles of the Moon but also during the eclipses. It is when we are brave enough to look at the shadow that
the truth appears. The old adage to, "know thyself" can only be understood by going within. At first it is dark but as
we learn to sit in the silence and be present we become more aware of not only our true self but the existence of
the divine. It is there that the light appears. During an eclipse an incredible amount of energy is released thus it is
the remedy for stagnation. This carries an even deeper message to the inhabitants on Earth as a whole. The
synergy of the three eclipses this past month had us looking at our values. The polarity between Scorpio and
Taurus had us dealing with issues of money...our own and as well as other people's money. We can see this
globally as well as in our personal lives. What in fact do we value and what are we willing to sacrifice with regards
to our own comfort zones? What in essence actually holds true value? The third eclipse concludes in Sagittarius
asking us break away from the old paradigms of finances. Is it possible to have a spiritual relationship with money?
Is it after all nothing more than an exchange of energy? The more we have the more we can share. This can apply
to everything. We need to meditate on the truth for Sagittarius cannot tell a lie. To seek truth we must go deep
into our belief systems.
WARNING: The truth may not be pretty! Where did we get stuck? Are we living in accordance to our truth or
others beliefs? What do we in fact truly believe about our relationship with money? Do we get caught up in the
polarity of good and bad...or do we see it as a vehicle allowing us the freedom to move? Take some time this Full
Moon in Sagittarius eclipse to reflect upon these things.
Many Moon's Blessings )O(
Jituska
Jituska is an educator and advocate of Natural Health and Healing here in the Niagara Region. She is an independent
advisor and actively involved in many facets of integrative medicine providing natural health care solutions to the
public. She is the founder of the Niagara Holistic Lifestyles Pavilion located on Park St. in Downtown Niagara Falls.
Re-Opening June - October 2013. Along with building a Sacred Healing Garden the prime focus is on bringing
together the Niagara community by providing a public forum for displaying local talents and products. This will
include artisans and speakers on health and wellness; A 'Holistic' grassroots, homegrown organic market. Her
background includes, herbalism, homeopathy and astrology which she integrates into her workshops, teaching
astrological gardening to how to's of herbs and their preparations. If you would be interested in joining a workshop
or a moon meditation both are held monthly. For more info contact Jituska on Facebook at either Niagara Holistic
Lifestyles Pavilion or Pagan Association Niagara.

Niagara Holistic Lifestyles Pavilion is re-opening June 1st.
They are looking for Holistic Health Speakers
Contact Jituska through Facebook here
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Explore the Magic of Mandalas
How to Get Started
1. You will need crayons, pencil crayons, chalk, pastels, paint or markers in a variety of colours.
2. Find a quiet and comfortable place. Play soft meditative music if you can or open the windows and listen to the soothing sounds of nature.
3. Start colouring. Don’t think about your choice of colour too much and don’t worry about matching colours. Let your instincts guide you. After you’ve
begun with the first colour, the rest will follow naturally.
4. Begin from the middle to release hidden energy. Colour in from the outside to the centre to find your own meditative centre. Keep the direction you have
begun and colour until you think it is finished.
“ One color on the mandala invites another, like a guest who asks to bring his friend to your party.”

Mandala provided by Nancy Broerse from her Mandala Colouring Book – Book Five Wisdom © Copyright Nancy Broerse 2009
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Visit our Spiritual Niagara members ~ Connections that can truly change your life.
Click on the cards for more info

Spiritual Niagara provides a directory for spiritual services in the Niagara Region.
Join Spiritual Niagara today to assist others in connecting with the right service for them.
The profile page format allows for a deeper connection.

